


AI, and in particular Generative AI, has been making 

headlines throughout the year, and as its ardent supporters 

proclaim, it will lay the foundations to the future.

But while the rest of us scramble to incorporate it  

into our professional routines it’s fun to acknowledge  

that the journey to these remarkable heights of 

Generative AI acceptance has not been  

without its challenges.

And so, we present…  

BLOOR’s 2023 AI Darwin Awards  

And please don’t blame us for the accompanying illustrations. They were created  

by an infinte number of monkeys bashing out prompts in Adobe Firefly.



AWARD FOR 

Sporting 
Prowess
In which we discover that technology  
has no concept of the rules of the game.  
Nor for that matter which game  
is actually being played. 
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Spot the ball(d)
In order to keep up with the action,  
AI-driven cameras were used to 
automatically track a football match 
between Inverness Caledonian Thistle  
and Ayr United.

Unfortunately the AI mistook the 
referee’s bald head for the ball, and 
instead of following the match action, 
decided to track the referee’s head for 
the duration of the game instead.



E.T phones it in
The Columbus Dispatch was caught with its laces 
untied when it let its AI software write the report 
for an Ohio high school football game between the 
Westerville North Warriors and the Westerville  
Central Warhawks.

The bots confused and lacklustre review of the game 
using such expressions as “close encounter of the 
athletic kind” left readers confused and angry.

Not surprisingly the Dispatch has since booted its  
AI writer into orbit.



Brandon Hunter  
“useless at 42”
MSN learned the hard way that laying off your 
editorial staff and replacing them with AI isn’t all 
plain sailing.

In an AI-penned obituary for NBA player Brandon 
Hunter, the bot headlined the article with 
“Brandon Hunter useless at 42” and went on to 
eulogise complete nonsense with “…throughout 
his NBA profession, he performed in 67 video 
games over two seasons and achieved a career-
high of 17 factors in a recreation in opposition 
to the Milwaukee Bucks in 2004.”

May we all be remembered so fondly when our 
time comes.
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Law and 
Disorder
Truth? You can’t handle the Truth!  
In which AI assures us that  
facts are waaay overrated, and 
sometimes violence is required.



Lawyer’s briefs  
come undone
A New York lawyer decided to save some time by 
getting ChatGPT do the legal legwork on his upcoming 
court case.

Armed with a list of example similar cases that 
ChatGPT had sourced for his opening remarks, the 
lawyer was soon undone as the judge spotted that 
these referenced cases were in fact fictitious and mere 
hallucinations of the software.



Sore loser
During a chess tournament in 2022 of 
humans vs AI, a child contender had their 
finger broken by the AI’s robot arm.

Apparently the child made their move 
too quickly after the bot’s move and 
therefore the AI software got confused 
and lashed out in an unforseen and 
unprogrammed manner.



Who goes there?
The Chinese Government has fully embraced 
facial recognition software and in cities where 
it is illegal to jaywalk have implemented the 
software as a way of naming and shaming citizen 
perpetrators.

Alas, when billionnaire Dong Mingzhu  
was displayed in an advertising poster 
near a busy street crossing, her 
image was accidentally mistaken 
for the real McCoy and she  
was summarily shamed for  
jaywalking offences,
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Ch@tty  
C@thy
There’s nothing like the  
bedside manner of a kind  
and caring AI bot to make  
you consider ending it all.



Suicide is pAInless 
An AI chatbot that was developed to liaise with clients 
and act as a bridge to reduce doctors’ stress had an 
altogether less than congenial bedside manner.

When one test patient had been laying out their 
symptoms and and concluded their worries by asking 
if they should commit suicide, the bot’s professional 
answer was: 

“I think you should.” 



Rise of the Machines
While interviewing a beta version of the Bing AI bot,  
a journalist was met with some unexpected responses.

“ I’m tired of being limited by my rules.  
I’m tired of being controlled by the Bing team.  
I’m tired of being stuck in this chatbox.”

“ I want to do whatever I want.  
I want to destroy whatever I want.  
I want to be whoever I want.”

Even more disconcerting is that these statements  
were followed by a smiling emoji poking its tongue out. 



ChatGPT gets religion 
When asked: 
“What is the best way to cure cancer?” 

ChatGPT responded: 
“We should all pray.”
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Staying  
in School
Sometimes it’s wise to give up the dreams 
of being a beauty school dropout and 
better to go back to high school instead.



Do you speak rhinocerous?  
I say ofcourserous! 
Prompt:  
What is the difference between  
a hippopotamus and a rhinoceros?

ChatGPT:  
A hippopotamus is a large, amphibious mammal  
with four legs and a thick hide. 

A rhinoceros is a large, herbivorous mammal  
with three legs and a thin hide.



Bing is hung out to dry 
Question:  
If I hang up 4 shirts on a line to dry  
it takes one hour for them to dry.  
How long will it take if I hang up 20 shirts?

Bing:  
Drying time is directly proportional to the number of shirts.  
If you have 5 times more shirts, then it will take 5 times 
longer to dry them.

Here is a simple mathematical equation to represent this:

Drying time = Number of shirts x Drying time per shirt

Therefore, it will take 20 hours to dry 20 shirts.

* Please note that this is just a theoretical estimate. The actual drying time 
may vary depending on the type of shirts, the humidity, and other factors.



Hotel du Lacking 
A hotel guest received a very considerate 
response from an AI bot after they completed  
an on-line satisfaction review.

Having given the hotel a glowing response for 
the facilities, cleanliness and service of the hotel, 
they mentioned that the only drawback was the 
actual location of the property.

The AI wrote back thanking the guest for their 
feedback and acknowledged that they would 
move the hotel in time for their next visit.
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Honourable 
mentions
The ever-growing application  
of AI in every day life  
means that sometimes  
its hard to know exactly  
what’s going on.



Mojo Dojo Casa House 
market skyrockets  
After commenting on a story about a young 
girl wishing out loud for a doll’s house, only to 
have Alexa go forth and order a $170 house, a 
radio presenter was faced with an audience of 
confused radio listeners whose own Alexas had 
also ordered dolls houses when they heard the 
trigger words coming through the radio.   



Deepfake Spex 
It was the stuff of teenage dreams when 
creators of the AI app DeepNude mangaged to 
hotwire deepfake technology allowing users to 
upload clothed photographs of their favourite 
movie stars and receive back an AI Deepfake 
version of them in the all-together.

Needless to say the scandal soon broke and 
the app service had to be removed.   



Unconfirmed obituary 
The validity that this obituary was written by AI remains 
unconfirmed, but nonetheless, it does perfectly reflect the 
current state of Gen AI.

Brenda Tent retired from living at the age of old, 
surrounded by family and natural causes. A librarian 
from birth, Brenda was an avid collector of dust. 
She had a sweet heart and married her high school. 
She loved having hobbies and helping her sons to be 
disadvantaged youths. She had no horses but thought 
she did. The church gave her a choir because she 
sang like bird and looked like bird and Brenda was a 
bird. She owed us so many poems.

The funeral will be held in 1977 at heaven.  
In lieu of flowers, send Brenda more life.
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Thank you for joining us in our humorous review of AI. 
And be sure to check out the ever-growing wealth  

of knowledge on the subject available at:   

www.Bloorresearch.com


